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Assimilation and Profession -
The 'Jewish' Mathematician C. G. J. Jacobi (1804-1851)

Biographical Introduction

"T;cques Simon Jacobi, nowadays better known as carl Gustav Jacob Jacobi,
--r'ed from 1804 to 1851. He attended the victoria-Gymnasiunt in potsdam,
:s did later Hermann von Helmholtz. He was an excellent pupil, especially
.: mathematics and ancient languages. In the report on his final examina-
:ron, the director of his school cerlified that Jacobi had extraordinary mental

'bilities, and he dared to predict that "in any case, he will be a famous man
r.''me day.",

That was in April 1821, the same month Jacobi registered at the univer-

'rry of Berlin. He studied mathematics, but from the very beginning he was
rored by the curriculum offered to him; so he also studied classics and phi-
rrsoph!. One of his teachers was the famous philologist August Böckh,

.,. ho found only one fault with him: "that he comes from potsdam. because
. lamous man has never ever come from there."2 Young Jacobi's hero in
rhilosophy was Hegel, who later was a member of his examining commit-
:e . Jacobi took the examination in 1824, and only one year later became a

-)''itutdozent After another year, at the age of 23, he was appointed assis-
::nt professor in Königsberg and then full professor at the age of 28.

Jacobi remained eighteen years at the Albertina in Königsberg, ,,where

ris tireless activity produced amazing results in both research and academic
,nstruction."s His theory of elliptic functions developed in competition
.'' ith Niels Henrik Abel was received by the mathematical community as a
:l:st-rate sensation. But Jacobi contributed substantially to all fields of
nathematics: in particular, number theory, theory of ordinary and parlial
litftrential equations, geometry, analytical mechanics and history of
rl.athematics.

Leo Koenigsberger, Carl Gustar, Jacob Jacobi. Festschrift zur Feier der hundefisten Wieder-
kebr seines Geburlstages, Leipzig 1904, 5

r lbid..253.
: Christoph J. Scriba, Jacobi, Carl Gustav Jacob, in: Charles Coulston Gillespie (ed.), Diction-

ary ofScientific Biography, vol 7, New York 1973, 50 55, here 51.

JBDI/DIYB . Simon Dubnow Institute Yearbook 3 (2004), 161 lr73
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As a teacher, Jacobi was equally successful: he presented substantial
parts of his research to his students, thereby inaugurating a completelr-
novel form of mathematical education at Prussian universities: 'research
seminars' which attracted students from all over Germany and abroad, and
some of Jacobi's colleagues from Königsberg as well. In co-operation with
the physicist Franz Emst Neumann, he founded the so-calred 'Königsberg
mathematical-physical seminar'. Jacobi, Neumann and the astronomer Bes-
sel thus formed the nucleus of a school that was decisive for the advance-
ment of mathematics and the mathematical sciences in prussia.

Jacobi returned to Berlin in 1844. There he became a member of the Ber-
lin Academy, and was entitled but not obliged to lecture at Berlin univer-
sity. He continued his industrious research for the next four years. In lg4g.
however, he played an active role on the republican side in the 'March
revolution', and his academic 'peace and quiet' came to an abrupt end: he
came under mounting pressure from monarchists and republicans alike.
Subsequent to a decision by the Prussian monarch, Jacobi, head of a large
family, lost nearly all of his income. Though within the next year he had the
offer of an attractive professorship in vienna, he remained in Berlin. In
185 l, he fell ill with smallpox and died unexpectedly. At the time, 47 years
old, he was one of the most famous mathematicians in the world. The Ber-
lin Academy announced the death of Germany's most important mathema-
tician after Gauss, and this appreciation was shared by almost the entire
mathematical community.l

Felix Klein described Jacobr in his very influential Lectures on the De-
velopment of Mathematics in rhe Igth centwy as the "first Jewish mathe-
matician to assume a leading position in Germany."s Moreover, Klein
postulates that Jacobi's splendid academic and university career was made
possible by the l8l2 Emanzipationsedikt which (at least formally) gave full
civil rights to the Jewish people in Prussia. As the Berlin historian of
mathematics Herberl Pieper has shou,n in some detail, Klein's thesis is his-
torically untenable: it confuses formal laws and their application, i.e. the
practice of appointments at German universities at the time in question, and
it ignores the later revocation even of formal legal equality.6 In fact, the ex-

In 1904, exactly 100 years aft s biography
on Jacobi (see above), a study mentioning,
however, that Jacobi's Jewish berger: it is
nowhere mentioned directly in
Felix Klein, Vorlesungen über die Entwicklungen der Mathematik im 19 Jahrhunderl. 2 vols..
Berlin 1926/27, vol. l, I 14.

Herbert Pieper, carl Gustav Jacob Jacobi ( I 804 1 85 1), in: Jahrbuch der Albertus-universität
zu Königsberg 29 (1994'): Dietrich Rauschning/Donata von Ner6e (eds.), Die Alberlus-uni-
versität zu Königsberg und ihre Professoren. Aus Anlaß der Gründung der Alberlus-univer-
sität vor 450 Jahren, 473 488. here 478
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clusion from university careers was the most severe restriction for Jewish
academics even after the Emanzipationseclikt, and it remained the most se-

rious barrier for them throughout Jacobi's lifetime.T It guaranteed equal civil
rights to the Jews in Prussia, and explicitly included free access of Jews to

academic teaching posts within universities and schools (though not to all
official posts). This, however, was only the "paper world of equality of
rights"; schools and universities remained effectively closed to Jews due to
religious restrictions imposed by their standing rules and constitutions.

Jacobi was baptized a Protestant long before he was appointed professor
in Königsberg, and most probably there would have been no 'Jacobian'

academic career without him having taken this step. However, neither
Jacobi's biography nor the fate of other Jewish mathematicians in 19th cen-

rury Germany have been fully examined in regard to a salient dimension:
the fact that their careers developed under pressure to assimilate. This can

perhaps be parlly explained on methodological grounds: one element of
assimilation is to pay lip-service to the existing political and academic or-
der, and even the opponents of Jews and convefts often formulated their
opposition sub rosa rather than openly, at least within academic discourse.
Consequently, there is often a dearlh of reliable sources, making it difficult
tbr historians of science to properly examine the topic of 'assimilation and

profession.'
This subject will be approached by a discussion of some tuming points in

.Iacobi's biography in the specific light of his Jewish background. tning to
integrate theses from the secondary literature about assimilation in the aca-

demic sphere which appear to be reasonable assumptions. These turning
points are: (1) Jacobi's baptism, (2) his appointment at the Albertitta in
Königsberg, where he developed his understanding of mathematics and of
the sciences in general, and (3) his political activity during the 'revolution
of 1848' and cedain reactions to it. The paper will end with some more

seneral remarks on assimilation and career trajectory during the period in
questron.

Jacobi's Conversion to Protestantism

Iacques Simon Jacobi was raised in a prosperous and intellectually stimu-
lating family. There seems to be only one passage in all of Jacobi's later

rapers and letters where his Jewish origin is mentioned, namely the cur-

- Monika Richalz. Der Eintritt der Juden in die akademischen Bcrufe. Jüdische Studenten und

.Akademiker in Deutschland 1678 I 848. Tübingen 1914.206.
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riculum vitae he had to write in 1825 in order to graduate at the university
of Berlin: "I was born on December 10, 1804 in potsdam of my parents
S[imon] Jacobi, an exchange broker, and my mother, from the tribe of
Abraham. My father strove to do everything possible to further my educa-
tion."s In the history of the Jewish community of potsdam, Jacques' father
simon is described as a very cultured and religious man. He played an ac-
tive role in the community and was held in high esteem by his fellow be-
lievers.

Jacobi was baptized during his first years at the university of Berlin, i.e.
at the end of 1821 or (more probably) in 1822., The circumstances of this
event are almost unknown; it is mentioned nowhere in Jacobi's private let-
ters and manuscripts. It is worth noting, however, that there are two differ-
ent interpretations which both can be traced back to members of the pots-
dam Jacobi clan:ro

The first interpretation was brought forward by Jacobi's younger cousin
Adolf Philippi who was later baptized as well, and became a protestant
theologian. According to Philippi, Jacobi's intensive studies in ancient his-
tory, literature and philosophy brought him to the conviction that Judaism
was out-dated and had been superseded by christianity; the latter had
proven itself to be a superior form of religion in the unfolding of history.

wilhelm Ahrens, the historian of mathematics, later complemented this
'conviction thesis' by claiming that Jacobi, already at the age of 20, was
well aware of his abilities and knew that he would succeed in an academic
career whether baptized or not.rr However, that perspective is a peculiar
version of whig history, i.e. a history of a scientific hero and his success,
suggesting that his success depended solely on his scientific superiority and
knowledge of this superiority, while totally ignoring the imporlance of aca-
demic professionalization at the time in question. Therefore, two counter-
questions should be asked: How many mathematicians external to the aca-
demic world were accepted and influential during the lgth century in Ger-
many? To my knowledge, none. And second, what does this negative an_
swer mean, if the membership in a ceftain religion definetely made an aca-
demic career impossible? In short, Ahrens' attempt to integrate Jacobi's

carl Gustav Jacob Jacobi, Gesammelte werke, ed. by c. w. Borchhardt/K. weierstrass/
E. Lotter, T vols., 1 suppl. vol., Berlin 1881 1894, vol.3,43.
Herbert Pieper mentions that Jacobi was baptized during his very first term at the university
of Berlin. See Herberl Pieper, Jacobi in Berlin, in: Die Entwicklung Berlins zum wissen-
schaftszentrum. Beiträge einer Kolloquienreihe, Teil 4, Institut für Theorie, Geschichte und
organisation der wissenschaft der Adw der DDR (19s2), H. 30, l-35, here 2. His later de-
scription Herberl Pieper, carl Gustav Jacob Jacobi, 475 - is less definjtive in this respect
Ibid., 478.
wilhelm Ahrens (ed.), Briefwechsel zwischen carl Gustav Jacob Jacobi und Moritz
Hermann Jacobi, Leipzig 1907,82.
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decision as an unimpofiant step in the young genius's success story seems
by no means sufficient for an adequate historical assessment of this deci-
slon.

The second interpretation put forward by several members of the Jacobi
family takes the social role of religion in lgth century science more seri-
ously: according to it, Jacobi decided to be baptized in order to enter upon a

university career. Interestingly enough, the Rabbi of the Potsdam Jewish
Community, Robert Kaelter, defends this 'career thesis' in his History of
the Jewish Community at Potsdam. According to Kaelter, Jacques Simon
Jacobi was neither convinced by the Jewish religion nor any other. His mo-
tives were pragmatic, driven by his desire to become an academic and sci-
entist at any price. As Kaelter put it, Jacobi betrayed the rehgion of his fa-
ther:

"The heartfelt inner quality of the Jewishperception of God [ . ] was not srasped bv
this strong spirit with this weak character, and that is why to [...] change his reli_sion.
an ambitious step to eliminate all obstacles blocking his ladder to fame, came so eas-
ily for him".r2

Above all, Kaelter blames the fact that Jacobi was able to analyse psalms in
the Hebrew original without believing them, being captured by a merell,
scientific attitude towards their content, without any emotional participa-
tion. He was a kind of 'lost sheep' for the Jewish religion, caught up in the
'claws of science'.13

According to the f,rrst interpretation, Jacobi dissociated himself from his
Jewish religion due to cefiain imporlant philosophical reasons, propasating
a 'Christian philosophy' or a 'philosophy of Christianity'; according to the
second interpretation, he sacrificed his Jewish religion in order to make sci-
ence, i.e. mathematics, into a pnmary source of truth and a kind of sLrrro-
gale for religion (see below). Both versions must be taken seriousll . though
the second seems to be more relevant in Jacobi's case. In a time of seculari-
zation of religion in general, an independent mind like Jacobi's uas able to
think in tenns of the one reason without discarding the other most welcolne

ll

Robeft Kaelter, Geschichte derjüdischen Gemeinde zu Potsdam. Potsdam 190i.81: "Die
Innigkeit des jüdischen Gottesempfindens [. .] war diesem starken Geist mit dem schwachen
Charakter nicht aufgegangen, und darum kostete ihn der bald darauf erlolgende Glaubens-
wechsel, durch den sein Ehrgeiz alle Hindemisse von seiner Ruhmcslciter lorlschallen
wollte, kei rre Überwindurrg."
Kaelter's explanation could be applied to a number ofparallel cases: "Am stärksten lastete
der Taufdruck auf Akademikeln, die die Hochschullaufbahn einschlagen wollten. Der Zwang,
die Habilitation mit der Taufe zu erkaufen, führte dazu, daß es in Preußen keine Universität
ohne Proselyten als Lehrer gab." Richarz. Der Eintritt der Juden in die akademisohen Berufe,
162. Cf. Ismar Schorsch, The Religious Parameters of Wissenschaft Jewish Academics at
Prussian Universities, in: Leo Baeck Institute Year Book 25 (1980), 3 I 9.
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consequence, i.e. the opening of the path to a university career. It is well
documented in the literature on Jewish intellectuals and academics in the

early nineteenth century that many of them were no longer inclined to prac-

tice Jewish religion, and that even Judaism as a science along the lines of
Gans and Zttnz was not accepted as a bracket that could bind religious tradi-
tion and a growing inclination towards modern ssience and philosophy to-
gether.raAnd this holds true for Jacobi as well.

However, the second interpretation is supported by several more general

historical facts. One should recall that Jacobi was baptized around 1822:

First, in 1822King Friedrich Wilhelm III's personal decision not to appoint
Eduard Gans professor of law gave rise to the so-called 'lex Gans', which
even formally withdrew the possibility of academic appointments for Jews.

This could have been a strong additional reason for Jacobi to be baptized
(as Gans was some time later). In 1816, the Habilitationwas introduced as

a post-doctoral qualification for university teachers. Down to 1822, only
three Jews in Prussia had completed their Habilitation,L5 and none of them

was granted a professorship as long as they were loyal to their religion.
Second, in 1822 the Berliner Gesellschaft zur Beförderung des Christen-

tums unter den Juden (Berlin Society to Promote Christianity among the

Jews) was founded. The society \\'as supported financially by the King, and
three university professors \l'ere named as its leading members. So if young
Jacobi was planning his unir ersity career, the foundation of this Gesell-

schaft gave him a distinct hint hou' to act. Obviously the measures of the

govemment for the assimilation of Jervs, especially Jewish intellectuals,
were, by their own standards. quite successful: in his book on Protestantism

and the Jews, de le Roi notes that by mid-century, there were a total of 24

university teachers of Jewish origin at the University of Berlin who con-

vefied to Protestantism. r6

It seems wofth mentioning in this context that Jacques Simon Jacobi's
elder brother also converted. though not to Protestantism. Moses Jacobi,
nowadays known as Moritz Heinnch Jacobi, was the inventor of galvano-

plastics, a milestone in the history of physics and technology. After his

studies in Göttingen, Moses went on to Dorpat and then to St. Petersburg.
He was also baptized, but became a member of the dominant Russian Or-
thodox Church. After convefiing, he got a chair at the University of St. Pe-

tersburg. He was also appointed a full member of the Academy of St. Peters-

burg, and he received Russian citizenship: parallel fates of two Jewish sci-

entists in two different countries. The correspondence between Jacques

14 Richarz. Der Eintritt der Juden in die akademischen Berufe. 89

15 rbid., r95.
16 JohannF A.deleRoi,DieevangelischeChristenheitunddieJuden,vol 2,Berlin1891,228.
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Simon and Moses is one of the most imporlant sources for research on the
Jacobis. Yet in the extensive exchange of letters, neither Jacques' nor
Moses' baptism is ever mentioned.

Jacobi's Appointment at the Albertina and his Inaugural Lecture

When Jacobi arrived atthe Albertina in Königsberg in May 1826, he was
obviously not very welcome. The famous Königsberg astronomer Bessel,
who later befriended him, repofied to Gauss that nearly all members of the
faculty were Jacobi's enemies and that Jacobi himself left no stone untumed
in seeking to offend them. And Bessel inforrned the princeps mathemati-
corLtm Carl Friedrich Gauss about this: "I don't know anything about his

fpersonal] situation, except that his father was a Jew and exchange broker in
Potsdam."ti

Jacobi was sent to Königsberg as a Privatdozent by the minister in Ber-
lin, granted a small salary, but the faculty of philosophy at the Albertina
was obviously not prepared to accept him as a member. In the followrng
year, Jacobi applied for full-time employment and a proper salary. The fac-
ulty, asked for its expert opinion by the minister in Berlin, confirmed
Jacobi's scientific excellence and his merits as a university teacher. but
once again rejected Jacobi as a potential colleague. Their statement makes it
quite clear that they did not wish to have Jacobi as a colleague, because
Jacobi "did not show enough respect to these members of stalf in the
past".Ls lnterestingly enough, it was the curator of the university. i.e. the
head of the administration, who informed the minister that Jacobi \\'as too
excellent a mathematician not to appoint him: "As a professor ertraordi-
narius, [he] will not join the faculty. Therefore I think that the faculty's
concem is too rushed, and the faculty itself should not wish to expel such an
excellent mathematician from our university."Le ponrrnately. the minister
followed the curator's assessment and not that of the faculty. Jacobi was
granted an extra-ordinary professorship, i.e. associate professor, and an ac-
ceptable salary in December 1827. Two years later he was appointed full
professor,2o but for unknown (or at least undocumented) reasons he could
not join the faculty until July 1832.

't'7 Koenigsberger, Carl Gustav Jacob Jacobi, 27.

i8 lbid,56
t9 lbid.: "Da derselbe als prolessor extraordinarius nicht in die Facultät tritt, so halte ich auch

die Besorgmß derselben für voreilig, und sie dürftc es selbst nicht wünschen, einen so tüchti-
gen Mathematiker von der Universität zu weisen..."

:0 Ibid , 88; this decision was obviously supported by the faculty.
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Jacobi's appointment as a full professor and his later entry into the fac-
ulty can be interpreted as the last proof that he had made a wise decision to
be baptized in order to open the pathway to a university career. Both events
are 'ultimate marks' of Jacobi's academic recognition and of his full assimt-
lation according to prevailing institutional standards.

Jacobi would dehnitely not have reached this goal without conversion.
During his lifetime, no Jew was ever granted a full professorship in
Königsberg, but at least seven converled Jews belonged to the professori-
ate.2LMoreover, Jacobi would def,rnitely not have reached his aim without
conversion specifically to the Protestant faith: The Albertina was founded,
influenced by Luther and Melanchthon, in order to secure Protestantism
against the East. Even the new statutes of the university, issued in 1843,
stated: "According to the foundational rules, the university at Königsberg
only allows and appoints teachers who are of the Protestant faith."2r This
restriction was eased a bit in 1867, but in principal remained valid until the
20th century.

This means that the religious-denominational character of the Albertina
worked not only against Jews, but also against Catholics. Jacobi's disciple
Friedrich Julius Richelot was one of the most active suppofters of the idea
to open the university for Jews and Catholics. But when he promoted the
Habilitation of the Roman Catholic mathematician Karl Weierstrass in
1855, he was defeated by his faculty. The opposite kind of denominational
discrimination was characteristic for many universities in southenl Ger-
many. This of course meant no equality (in the negative sense of 'equa1 dis-
cnmination') for the Jews, as they were alw,ays rejected. Even later in the
century, when the denominational character of universities became less im-
portant, Catholic universities preferred to demonstrate their 'progressive-
ness' by appointing some Protestant professors and vice versa (Weierstrass,
for example, went to the University of Berlin), but usually did not appoint
Jews. Though the emanicpation of science from religion was frequently
demanded, the Prussian and other German universities remained basically
bastions of Christian education.

Let us now return to Jacobi and Königsberg. When Jacobi joined the phi-
losophical faculty of the Albertina, he was obliged to deliver an inaugural
lecture. That text is most interesting with regard to his understanding of
mathematics and of science in general. The lecture is neo-humanistic in

Richarz, Der Eintritt der Juden in die akademischen Berufe, 162. "Dem Lehrkörper der
Universität Königsberg gehörten bis 1848 mindestens 7 getaufte Juden an, untl in Berlin lehr-
tcn 1856 sogar 24 Konveftiten."
Otto Volk, Die Albertus-Universität in Königsberg und die exakten Naturwissenschaften im
18 und 19. .Tahrhunderl, in: Franz Mayer (ed.), Staat und Gesellschaft. Festgabe ftir Günther
Küchenhofl Göttingen 1967, 281

2I

22
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tone and stresses an ideal of Bildung (meaning both 'education' and 'cul-
ture') as an end in itself and 'pure mathematics' as the queen of science,

being true without any reference to sense experience and expressing inter-
nal laws of the human mind. Autonomous, formal, abstract and purpose-
free mathematics in Jacobi's sense not only serues best as a means of train-
ing intellectual abilities and uncovering the laws of thought, but is also the
key to our understanding ofnature.z3 In his lecture Jacobi states:

''The same etemal laws are valid in our Intellect as in Nature; this is the prerequisite
g'ithout which the world cannot be understood, without which no knowledge of the

things of Nature would be possible. [...] lf mathematics had not been created by our
mind, the mathematical ideas implanted in Nature could not have been perceived."2a

.Tacobi's mathematical Platonism, as his position might be characterised, is
congruent with the dominant cuffent of idealism in philosophy and the

broad cultural movement of neo-humanism. The details of his attitude to-
u'ards pure and applied mathematics are not of interest here, but it should
be stressed that he regards mathematics as the sole source of truth, includ-
ing truth about our knowledge of the extemal world. In other words: if we
u'ish to arrive at truth, we have to study mathematics, and should not look
to Divine revelation. This view becomes even clearer in a letter to his
brother Moses. Jacobi was at the pinnacle of his career and, even more im-
portant, had fallen in love with his future wife. In this enthusiastic mood, he
u as unusually frank. He thanked God for sending him this companion, and

he sent this piece ofadvice to his brother as a birlhday present:

"The life of the gods is mathematics, as Novalis states correctly, because my life now
:s rndeed the life of the gods. You, however, are what you are. But don't remain what
iou now have become. See to it that you soon come to realize [,..] that the absolute

Joes not lie in the hereafter. [It] is my serious intention [...] to earn my happiness by
rnr intellectual work, bravely storming the highest peaks of science, assiduously ap-

pll ing all the abilities I have been endowed with."25

Eberhard Knobloch/llerbefi Pieper/Helmut Pulte, ". das Wesen der rejnen Mathematrk ver-
herrlichen." Reine Mathematik und nrathematische Naturphilosophie bei C G J Jacobi Mit
seiner Rede zum Eintritt in die philosophische Fakultät der Universjtät Königsberg, in:

Mathematische Senresterberichte 42 (1995),99-132, here lll-114 Here the lecture was

published fbr the first tirre in German translation The Latin manuscript seems to be lost. Tt

l'as published by Walter von Dyck, Eine in den hinterlassenen Papieren Franz Neumann's
vorgefundene Rede von C G. J. Jacobi, rn: Sitzungsberichte der Bayerischen Akademie der

Wissenschaften, Mathenratisch-physikalische Klasse 3 I ( I 9021. 20-1 20E.

Knobloch./Preper/Pulte, "... das Wesen der reinen Mathematik verherrlichen", I l2L
Ahrens (ed.), Briefwechsel zwischen Carl Gustav Jacob Jacobi und Moritz Hermann Jacobi,

8f. (letter from September 1831): "Das Leben der Götter ist Mathematik, sagt Novalis ruit
Recht, denn mein Leben jetzt ist das Leben der Götter Du aber bist was Du bist, aber bleibe
nicht was Du bleibst Mache, dass Du bald elkennen mögest, dass das Absolute kein Jenseits
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Jacques' message to Moses is quite clear: don't look for a 'transcendental
absolute', but let your life and, above all, your scientific work be your abso-
lute, as an absolute in this world. Monika Richarz, in her imporlant book on
Jews in academic professions,26 states that proselytes working in the aca-

demic sphere often elevated their research subject or their science in general
to the status of a certain 'holiness'. Jacobi can serve as a perfect example
how science (in this case mathematics) hlls up the vacuum left by lost reli-
gious convictions. This phenomenon, however, is certainly not restricted to
convefts during the 'age of science', as the 19th century is often called. But
probably it is more relevant for their biographies.

However, Jacobi's scientific and secular 'absolute' does not imply a

dogmatic and anti-religious scientism. This becomes quite clear in his later
lecture On Descartes' lfe and his method to govern our understanding
properly and to seek truth in the sciences.2? The striving for truth in the new
sciences, he says literally, "is not the wild and unconscious urge which op-
poses the state andreligion, but it is the calm security of the self-conscious
spirit that intends to resolve the task of mankind among people and with
them."2S The Berlin minister Eichhorn was very pleased to hear this, and he

saw in Jacobi an a71y in the fight against "theological zealots and politically
muddle-headed persons."ze Jacobi had adopted the typical attitudes of edu-
cated middle-class and upper-class intellectuals in mid-nineteenth century
Prussia: enlightened, critical about religious orthodoxy and extreme politi-
cal attitudes, somehow 'statesman-like' and diplomatic in their bearing.

Membership in the Berlin Academy and the Revolution of 1848/1849

Jacobi neverlheless remained an independent mind. After his return to Ber-
lin, he joined the Prussian Academy, entitled though not obliged to teach at
the University of Berlin. The character of the academy was quite different
from the university. Its non-denominational tradition explains, for example,

ist [ . ] es ist mein emster Vorsatz, welcher erhöret werden möge, dieses Glück durch Arbeit
des Gedankens, muthiges Anstürmen zum Höchsten der Wissenschaft, unverdrossene Appli-
cation aller mir gegebenen Kräfte einigermassen zu verdienen."
Richarz, Der Eintritt der Juden in die akademischen Berufe, 220-222.
Jacobi delivered this lecture aI the Singakademie on Jantary 3, 1846. See Jacobi, Gesam-
melte Werke, vol.7,309-327; excerpt in Koenigsberger, Carl Gustav Jacob Jacobi, 357f.
Koenigsberger, Carl Gustav Jacob Jacobi, 358: "Es ist nicht der wilde, unbewußte Drang,
welcher sich dem Staate und der Religion gegenüberstellte, es ist die ruhige Sicherheit des

sich selbst bewußten Geistes, welcher in ihnen und mit ihnen die Aufgabe der Menschheit
lösen will."
rhid.

26

27
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why the Jewish physicist Peter Riess could become a member in 1842,

more than a decade before a Jew got a chair at a Prussian university.ro On

the other hand, the academics were more dependent on the King and his
cabinet than ordinary university professors. That is why Jacobi strove for a

chair at the university, when first disturbances augured the looming political
upheaval of 1848.3r But when the faculty of philosophy was asked by the

minister to make a statement about Jacobi's request, he was already in-
volved in the so-called 'March revolution' on the republican side. Once
more, a faculty rejected Jacobi's request, i.e. the philosophical faculty of the

University of Berlin declined to accept Germany's most ingenious and pro-
ductive contemporary mathematician as its member. Only the three mathe-

maticians on the faculty did not endorse this statement, obviously because

they found the decision untenable from a scientific point of view. The deci-

sion was officially substantiated by Jacobi's unacceptable republican activi-
ties, and by the cryptic remark "that an impact on the special interests of the

faculty by someone who stood outside it until now could not be expected."32

Even more interesting are the reactions to Jacobi's political activities
from the republican side. His involvement consisted mainly of some

speeches in so-called constitutional clubs, where bourgeois and intellectuals
discussed the idea of a German nation and democralizalion along the lines

of the left wing of the Frankfurt National Assembly. From the reports of
Jacobi's speeches we know that he argued above all for freedom of the
press and of speech, for social progress and for equal opporlunities of the

individual.3'Though not substantiated, it seems probable that Jacobi in this
context also had equal rights for the Jews in mind as a goal.

Jacobi was no homo politicas, but rather felt obliged as a citizen to enter
politics in order to come to the aid of his fatherland in a difficult situation.

^\s he wrote to his brother: "Already in Cicero we can read that the fall of
the Roman republic was due to the fact that the decent people retreated,

Richarz, Der Eintrjtt der Juden in die akademischen Berufe, 210; AdollHamack, Geschichte

der Königlich Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, Berlin 1900,919;
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Ibid., 454 In a letter to his brother Moritz Hermann (September 21, 1848) Jacobi described

the hostile atmosphere at the academy: "Most of the academics do not behave very positively
toward me But the worst oflender in this regard is R., who long since has ceased even to say

hello to me M. and P. act in a simiJarly foolish mamer, but appear to be starling to accom-

modate. Yet that will probably entail certain difficulties." See ibid., 469: "Dre meisten Aka-
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leaving the field to others."3aThough Jacobi's aristocratic appearance was a

bit alien to most republicans, he was obviously respected and appreciated as

a sharp thinker and as a witty speaker. When, however, Jacobi thought
about standing for the post of one of the representatives of the constitutional
clubs, several of his fellow-republicans reacted very vehemently: according
to the records of the club meetings, they repeatedly demanded hat Jacobi
should offer an explanation for his behaviour in the so-called "Raumer af-
fair."35

This point can perhaps only be explained by taking into account Jacobi's
religious background: Friedrich von Raumer was the secretary of the Berlin
Academy. During the celebration of the birthday of Friedrich II, in a lecture
at the academy and in the presence of King Friedrich Wilhelm IV, Raumer
praised Friedrich's attitude towards religious freedom and equality as a

model for a modern and progressive politics of religion. Indeed, Raumer
urged the government to consider a continuation and extension of these
policies as essential for the future of Pmssia, and he explicitly called for
more political influence of the Jews.r6 As Hamack has shown inhis History
of the Prussian Academy, Raumer's lecture was directed against the strong
position of conservative theologians and their influence on the govefli-
ment's policy of religion.

The king was upset. He found Raumer's lecture unacceptable and offen-
sive, and he expected a formal excuse from the entire whole academy.
Jacobi was among the academics who unanimously signed a letter of apol-
ogy to the king. The character of this letter was very humble, if not submis-
sive, and therefore caused severe displeasure among the republicans.

This so-called 'affair' took place at the beginning of 1847, and was 'ex-
humed' during the followingyear in order to undermine the sincerity and
frankness of Jacobi's political ambitions. Between the lines we find typical
prejudices and stereotypes about the Jews, especially if they were converls:
their political and moral opaqueness, their suspicious flexibility, their noto-
rious unreliability, and so on. One newspaper article of the time sums up a

long description of "Jacobi the politician" in these words: "No party trusts
him, no parly loves him."37 In the end, Jacobi came under fire both from the
republican side and from the govemment. He had to withdraw from his re-
publican candidature, and for a while he lost nearly all his privileges as a
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1 90.
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member of the academy. Jacobi fell between two chairs, or, as his brother
Moses put it: "After freedom was invented, you have lost your freedom."r3

Concluding Remarks: Assimilation and Profession in Jacobi's Case

Jacobi's biography seems somewhat typical for an intellectual of Jewish
background in the first half of the century in Germany. Under the pressure

of discrimination, he strove for assimilation and, to a considerable degree,

achieved that aim, at least according to formal and institutional standards.

This dimension of his scientific career - and not the extremely interesting
aspect of his social role within the scientific community - was stressed, be-
cause it seems evident that the overcoming of institutional barriers was
most important for a rising young academic in his situation. For Jacobi,
there would have been no proper profession without assimilation, and with-
out profession there would have been no opportunity to express and culti-
vate what he regarded to be the reasonable and adequate form of human
intellect, i.e. science and, above all, mathematics.

It is perhaps a bitter irony of history that neither Jacobi nor any of his
Jewish disciples, such as Johann Georg Rosenhain or Ferdinand Joachims-
thal, was able to achieve a university career without conversion. That ac-

complishment went first to a disciple of his rival Carl Friedrich Gauss,

Moritz Abraham Stern, appointed the first Jewish professor at any German
university, in Göttingen in 1859. This was eight years after Jacobi's death,

though Stern was bom only three years after Jacobi. Stern had to wait more
than 20 years for his appointment, and most likely had the greater staying
power of religion on his side to bolster him. Jacobi, however, is today far
better known - not only as a mathematician, but also as an advocate of po-

litical liberalism and scientific freedom. First and foremost, he strove to

enhance the power of science, which he understood as a feature of Enlight-
enment and a means to elevate humanity.
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